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Abstract

Wind turbine manufacturers are delivering turbines of ever larger rotor diameter. Predicting fatigue
damage and power production requires improved aerodynamic models. Turbine wakes can have a sub-
stantial impact on these results, but the phenomenon is still not well understood. The dynamic wake
meandering (DWM), recently added to the IEC64100 standard for wind turbines, promises improved load
predictions for wind turbines in farm configurations. In this thesis, the implementation of a DWM-based
aero-dynamic farm modeling tool is presented in detail. The tool is validated for a turbine impacted by a
single wake and verified by comparison with an LES benchmark solution. Limited conclusions are drawn
from the verification. Furthermore, a new formulation for wake steering is derived, that is coherent with
the overall assumptions of the tool and can be integrated into the tool with ease. Results of the novel
formulation are compared to models from literature and LES simulations, finding fair performance.

1. Introduction

The offshore wind energy sector has experienced
rapid growth in recent years, and technological
progress is strikingly showcased by the 5-fold in-
crease in blade length since the deployment of the
first offshore wind farm in 1991 [1]. For new tur-
bines and farms to be reliable and therefore bank-
able, accurate models for energy yield, resistance
to extreme wind conditions and fatigue lifetime are
fundamental. The present work focuses specifi-
cally on the aerodynamic simulation of wake ef-
fects. The wake denotes the wind field perturba-
tion downstream of a turbine, where wind speed
is reduced and turbulence is increased. Turbines
affected by wakes produce less energy and are
subject to higher fatigue loads, making accurate
wake models essential. In the present work, the
state-of-the-art in wake modeling is recapitulated
before describing the implementation and valida-
tion of an advanced wake modeling tool based on
the dynamic wake meandering (DWM) model by
DTU [20]. The use of LES benchmarks solutions
for verification of the tool is explored. Lastly, a new
formulation for wake steering is derived and vali-
dated, final conclusions are drawn and future work
is laid out.

2. Background on Aerodynamic Modeling for Wakes

For better understanding of the work carried out
in this thesis, some general background on wind
turbine modeling, wake modeling and CFD for wind
turbines is provided.

2.1. Aerodynamic modeling of wind turbines

Before being able to understand wake effects, it is
necessary to be able to model the behavior of a
wind turbine for any given inflow conditions. In-
dustry standard is to use solvers based on the
Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEM), but ap-
proaches based on vorticity exist as well (see E.
Branlard, 2017 [9]). BEM combines momentum
theory and blade element theory obtaining a set
of equations that is solved iteratively to obtain the
local induction, torque, thrust at a given blade ele-
ment [23]. Theoretically, the applicability of BEM is
limited due to strong assumptions, however correc-
tions have been introduced throughout the years
in order to overcome these limitations. Modern
BEM-based turbine simulators [2, 27] are able to
deal with most aerodynamic effects observed on a
single turbine. These simulators generally couple
BEM with structural models, models for the con-
trol system and even hydrodynamic models for off-
shore turbines, resulting in so-called ’aero-servo-
elastic’ solvers. While very adapt at predicting tur-
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the Jensen wake model
[16].

bine behaviour or given inflow conditions, these
solvers generally do not consider the effects of sur-
rounding turbines in a farm, notably the presence
of wakes. In order to predict the impact of wakes
on loads and power at individual turbines, external
models are used to generate inflow conditions for
the aero-servo-elastic solver.

2.2. Wake effects
The wake of a wind turbine is defined as the distur-
bance in the atmospheric flow caused by the pres-
ence of the turbine. It is generally characterized
by reduced wind speed and increased wind fluc-
tuations, i.e. turbulence, impacting therefore both
energy yield and fatigue lifetime of turbines. In lit-
erature, the two effects, wake deficit and added tur-
bulence, are generally modelled separately[16, 19,
6, 11], but wholistic approaches exist [20, 21].

Among the most classical wake deficit models is
the model proposed by Jensen [16] that is based
on a one-dimensional stream tube where the tur-
bine is modeled by its global thrust coefficient
CT , and only mass conservation is imposed. The
model is schematically shown in figure 1 ad is com-
monly formulated as:
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where x is the downstream distance and ke is
the linear expansion coefficient of the wake, usu-
ally denoted entrainment constant. While simplis-
tic, the Jensen formulation remains widely used
and has been repeatedly validated with measure-
ments [13]. It is however unsuitable for generat-
ing inflow for aero-servo-elastic solvers due to the
non-physical wake field with sharp gradients. The
model is only used to obtain an average reduced
velocity at a target turbine, from which energy yield
is estimated though the power curve.

In order to overcome the sharp gradients in the
Jensen model, other literature assumes a Gaus-
sian shape for the deficit [6, 26, 7]. In the model

Figure 2: Mass flows, velocities and potential core in the EPFL
wake deflection model. After the potential core disappears, the
deflection angle and deficit shape become Gaussian [7].

proposed at École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lau-
sanne (EPFL) [7], researchers impose both mass
and momentum conservation to model the propa-
gation of a Gaussian velocity deficit far from the tur-
bine, while a potential core approach is proposed
for the immediate near wake. The authors further-
more adapt the model to allow for the treatment
of yawed turbines, were deflected wakes are ob-
served. A schematic representation of the model
for a yawed turbine is shown in figure 2, while the
final expression, fitted to LES data through 4 pa-
rameters, can be found in [7]. The flow field in the
wake resulting from the use of a Gaussian model
is relatively smooth, and could potentially be used
as an inflow field to simulate a wake impacts on
a turbine. Additional models for added turbulence
would however be necessary.

A more physical approach to wake deficit mod-
eling was proposed by Ainslie [4]. This approach
is based on the rotationally symmetric thin-shear-
layer approximation of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, using an eddy-viscosity νe to model turbu-
lence. Furthermore, the pressure term is neglected
under the limitation that the model is only valid from
a few diameters downstream from the rotor, where
the pressure has recovered and the wake is fully
turbulent. The proposed set of equations reads as
follows [20]:
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where U and V describe the axial and radial ve-
locities while x and r describe the axial and radial
coordinates, centred at the rotor hub. An analytical
approximations for the value of νe based on char-
acteristic length and velocity scales of the wake
is proposed [3]. Numerical methods to solve the
equation system. Variations of the Ainslie model
have been proposed in literature [20, 21], improv-
ing the approximation of the eddy viscosity as well
as the boundary conditions.

Ainslie noted that, on order for the model to de-
liver accurate predict the average velocity on the
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impacted rotor, an additional phenomenon must
be considred: wake meandering [4]. This phe-
nomenon consists in a random, large-scale mo-
tion of the entire wake relative to a fixed observer,
believed to be caused by fluctuations in the mean
wind direction [4] and large-scale turbulence [22].
Ainslie proposes a statistical treatment of the phe-
nomenon, which is sufficient for power estimates
but does not contribute to understanding the im-
pact of wake meandering on loads. Again the use
of the deficit model in an aero-servo elastic solver
is possible due to the smooth wake shape, but a
turbulence model is needed.

Generally, added turbulence model try to esti-
mate a value I+ such that the total turbulence in-
tensity can be derived by linear superposition of
the I+ with the ambient turbulence Iamb:

Iwake =
√
I20 + I2+ (3)

The most used formulation of this kind is Frand-
sen’s model [12], that also is recommended in the
IEC6400 standard for wind turbines [15].

2.3. DWM

The dynamic wake meandering model (DWM) by
DTU represents a different approach the treatment
of wake than the models mentioned so far [20, 21].
Rather than treating wake deficit and added tur-
bulence separately with different models, a single
modeling framework is proposed for all wake phe-
nomena. In the DWM approach, the meander-
ing phenomenon treated dynamically, causing wind
speed fluctuations over time and therefore adding
turbulence to the wake field. In addition, a simple
model for turbulence generated by sheer and the
decay of tip vortexes is proposed. This second kind
of turbulence is of a smaller scale, and is expected
to follow the meandering motion of the wake. The
meandering is computed based on the assumption
that a turbine emits a stream of wake particles, that
are convected in axial direction at ambient wind
speed and slowly move in lateral and vertical direc-
tion. The off-axis velocity of each particle is con-
stant and determined at the time of emission from
turbulence data. The wake deficit is modeled using
an Ainslie approach with refined boundary condi-
tions. 3 sub-models are therefore considered in the
DWM approach, wake deficit, wake meandering
and small scale added turbulence. The DWM ap-
proach was recently added to the IEC61400 stan-
dard for wind turbines [15], but has not yet been
fully adopted by the industry. The approach can be
used to generate inflow for simulations of a wake-
impacted turbine without requiring any additional
models, making it potentially very useful.

2.4. CFD for wind turbines
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) denotes a
branch of fluid mechanics that uses numerical
methods to solve the differential equations that
govern fluid flow, commonly known as the Navier-
Stokes (NS) equations. The term denotes the di-
rect numerical solution of the equations (DNS) as
well as more approximated solutions that are com-
putationally less expensive, such as large-eddy
simulations (LES) and Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS) [24].

Wind turbines have proven hard to treat in CFD
due to the wide range of length scales involved in
their aerodynamic behavior. The use of Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) allows to save
computational time, but can not model unsteady
behaviour. Since the introduction of the actua-
tor line approach (ALM) by Sørensen and Shen in
2002 [28], the use of LES for wind turbines has
gained popularity in research ([17, 8]). The ap-
proach consists in modeling the turbine blades as
discrete points at every blade element that exercise
forces on the fluid. While the approach is compu-
tationally much more expensive than engineering
models such as BEM, LES results can be obtained
at a reasonable computational cost and find in-
creased application as benchmark solutions for the
verifications of simplified models. In the present
work, this is attempted for a newly developed wake
modeling tool. The LES library YALES2, developed
originally 2003 by V. Moureau and maintained prin-
cipally by the CORIA laboratory n Rouen [25], is
used for. ALM capabilities were added only re-
cently to this solver [8], and difficulties in the pro-
cess are expected.

3. Implementation of a DWM-based wake modeling
tool

A complete wake modeling tool according to the
standard IEC4100 was implemented. The tool is
able to deal with wake superposition in arbitrary
farm layouts and can generate wind input data for
an aero-servo-elastic solver. While the approach is
standardized, many choices were left to be made
during the implementation. The details of this im-
plementation are outlined.

3.1. Wake Deficit
The wake deficit model is a refined Ainslie-type
model as proposed by the standard [21, 15]. The
model is formulated in non-dimensional variables
with respect to the unperturbed wind speed and
rotor diameter respectively. For the numerical
schemes, a 4th-order finite difference scheme is
chosen for the radial derivatives, while 1st-order
backwards differences are used for axial deriva-
tives [10]. The corresponding stencil is shown in
figure 3. The choice of using backwards differ-
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Figure 3: Points involved in the discretization of the continuity
and momentum equation at the point (i, j)

ences is convenient, as it allows to directly prop-
agate the solution in axial direction from the inlet
boundary. For each axial advancement, an itera-
tive approach is applied:

• Values for axial velocity at the new axial posi-
tion are initialized to the values from the previ-
ous axial position

• Values for radial velocity at the position are
computed directly from the discretized mass
conservation equation

• Momentum balance is used to find a correc-
tion for axial velocity at all points

• The procedure is iterated until the largest ve-
locity corrections falls below 10−3

The boundary conditions are crucial to the cor-
rect solution of the problem. The inlet boundary
condition is defined by the local axial induction fac-
tor a(r) at each rotor section, pre-calculated by a
BEM model for a range of velocities. Since the em-
ployed Ainslie-type deficit model neglects the pres-
sure term in the NS equations, it cannot simulate
the wake expansion in the near wake that is char-
acterized by pressure equilibration. The approach
suggested instead is to assume that the velocity
reaches the far-wake value predicted by momen-
tum theory,

U = U0(1− 2a), (4)

immediately after the rotor. Initial wake expan-
sion is taken into consideration as suggested in the
standard. This approach leads to a non-physical
result in the region immediately behind the rotor,
as can be seen in a comparison with LES results
for the same case (figure 4).

For lateral boundary conditions, it was chosen
to impose ambient velocity at a distance of 4 ro-
tor diameters from the centerline. In order to avoid

Figure 4: Comparison of the wake velocity field calculated us-
ing the DWM wake deficit model and LES, showing the differ-
ence in wake shape in the immediate near wake region.

the use of a Neumann (zero gradient) boundary
condition at the center, the domain was mirrored
along the rotor axis, sacrificing performance for a
simpler implementation. The momentum added
to the flow by the Dirichlet boundary conditions is
negligible due to the large domain size. Added
turbulence was implemented strictly according to
the IEC standard. For wake meandering the sug-
gested filter was implement using an infinite im-
pulse response (IIR) first order digital filter [18].
The base signal for filtering is retrieved from the
velocity time series at the rotor center, derived
from turbulent inflow data. In order to compute the
wakes of turbines that are themselves impacted by
a wake, it is necessary to define a formulation used
to compute the average wind speed and turbulence
intensity, as these are the inputs of the DWM tool.
Meandering necessarily has an effect on these av-
erage value, and needs to be considered both for
velocity and turbulence. A process for this averag-
ing is proposed:

1. The target turbine is discretized by a num-
ber of P points with corresponding numerical
quadrature weights wp.

2. The meandering offset time series for an im-
pacting wake at the location of the target tur-
bine is computed, resulting in T offset values
in lateral and vertical direction.

3. For each quadrature point p and each mean-
dering time step t, the location of p relative to
the incoming meandered wake is computed.

4. For the P × T resulting points, the wake
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deficit is computed through interpolation of
pre-calculated results from the wake deficit
model, yielding a velocity deficit time series
of the length of the offset time series for each
point p.

5. The deficit at each quadrature point p is
time averaged, and by using the quadrature
weights wp the average velocity deficit across
the rotor is computed.

6. The process is repeated for all N wakes that
impact the target turbine, adding the mean
deficits under the assumption of linear wake
superposition

Using a nomenclature where ∆U(n, p, t) de-
notes the deficit caused by turbine n at the location
p at the time step t, the procedure described above
can be summarized in the following equation:

〈∆U〉 =
N∑

n=1

P∑
p=1

∑T
t=1 ∆U(n, p, t)

T
wp, (5)

and when wind field shear is considered as well,
the equation for the average wind speed across the
impacted rotor becomes:

Uw =

P∑
p=1

Ushear(p)wp − 〈∆U〉. (6)

A similar, but more elaborate process is repeated
for the average turbulence, and average variance
σ2
tot computed in 3 steps as follows:

〈σ2
wm〉 =

N∑
n=1

P∑
p=1

∑T
t=1 (∆U(n, p, t)− 〈∆U(n, p)〉T )

2

T
wp,

(7a)

〈σ2
wt〉 =

N∑
n=1

P∑
p=1

∑T
t=1 k

2
wt

T
wp, (7b)

〈σ2
tot〉 = 〈σ2

wm〉+ 〈σ2
wt〉+ σ2

amb. (7c)

The averaging approaches presented here are
original to this work, as no documentation or litera-
ture on a similar averaging procedure is found.

In order to generate input for an aero-servo-
elastic solver of choice, an already existing mecha-
nism to input turbulence into the solver is used: tur-
bulence boxes. These files describe the turbulent
velocity component of a 3D wind field discretized
on a box of a certain size and resolution depending
on the diameter of the target turbine. The height
and width of the box contain the full rotor disk, while
the length is such that running through the box at

Figure 5: 2D sheared turbulent wind field, discretized on a
32x32 grid, successively showing the impacts of added wake
effects.

mean ambient wind speed takes al long as the sim-
ulation. During the simulation, this box is moved
across the rotor at ambient mean wind speed to
deduce turbulent velocity at each blade element.
By adding the wake effects computed by the im-
plemented tool onto these boxes, as sown in figure
5, they can be applied directly to the aero-servo-
elastic simulation without requiring any modifica-
tions to the solver.

The implemented wake modeling tool is a com-
plete interpretation of an advanced engineering
models for wakes, and the interface with the aero-
servo-elastic solver allows for a precise evaluation
of wake loads on turbines. The tool inherits some
limitations from the underlying models, such as the
approximation of an antisymmetric wake, the non-
pysical results on the near-wake and the unrealistic
assumption of constant meandering velocity even
for very high distances.

4. Validation and Verification

A validation and verification of the implemented
wake modeling tool is carried out. Initial verifica-
tion focuses on the Ainslie wake deficit model as
doubts emerged about its ability to conserve mass
and momentum. Validation is carried out with field
data for a turbine impacted by single wake. A ad-
ditional verification is performed by benchmarking
the tool with a solution generated from LES
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Figure 6: Convergence of the numerical scheme for a point in
the near wake and a point in the far wake, showing the velocity
correction obtained by solving equation ??. The chosen con-
vergence criterion is indicated.

4.1. Verification of the Ainslie Model
In order to asses the correctness of the im-
plemented axisymmetric thin sheer layer Navier-
Stokes flow solver, convergence and conservative-
ness are analysed.

Excellent results are found for convergence and
are shown in figure ??. The velocity correction de-
creases by one order of magnitude per iteration
step over a wide range.

Conservativeness is asses by computing mass
and momentum flow over a cylinder of radius 4 di-
ameters, based at the rotor center and growing.
Figure 7 shows the mass and momentum flow im-
balance over such cylindrical control volumes for
a wide range of velocities. It is important to note
that at no point the relative imbalance in mass or
momentum exceeds 1%. Verification of the imple-
mented Ainslie model is therefore considered suc-
cessful.

For validation of the model with field data, mea-
surement results for wind speed and turbulence at
various wind conditions were provided by the in-
dustrial partner. Data is available as 10 min statis-
tics. The quantities are not retrieved from direct
measurements, but rather estimated: wind velocity
is deducted from power curves, while wind fluctu-
ation, i.e. turbulence, is estimated from the fluc-
tuations on measured loads. For the validation,
the farm has been reconstructed numerically in the
tool, and the procedure described in the previous
section was applied to obtain results for average
velocity and turbulence intensity for a given wind
direction. Results can be seen in figures 8 and 9.

The results show an overall good agreement be-
tween the model and measurements. The velocity
predicted by the model is lower than the average of
the measured data, especially at low wind speeds.
This might indicate that the wake deficit is cali-

Figure 7: Relative mass and momentum flow deficit over a
cylinder of Radius 4D and length x, normalized by the total flow
over the inlet. Results for a range of relevant velocities.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the model results for average wind
speed with data for different unperturbed wind speeds (1 m/s
bins) at different inflow angles. Black dots represent average
values over 5 degree bins. Model results have been obtained
using the average undisturbed ambient turbulence. Pink shad-
ing indicates angular bins with limited data points.

Figure 9: Comparison of the model results for turbulence with
data for different unperturbed wind speeds (1 m/s bins) at dif-
ferent inflow angles. Black dots represent average values over
5 degree bins. Model results have been obtained using the av-
erage unperturbed ambient turbulence. Pink shading indicates
angular bins with limited data points.

brated for around-rated wind speed, which makes
sense as this is where the highest loads are ex-
pected to occur. On the other hand the computed
turbulence is generally lower than what measure-
ments show, especially at high wind speeds, and
the base of the predicted ”bell shape” is too nar-
row. This seems to indicate a problem in the added
turbulence model, since at high wind speeds (14
m/s) the velocity deficit, resulting from the deficit
and meandering model, matches well with mea-
surements. The experimental validation performed
in the course of this work was limited in scope
due to the nature of the data, notably lacking any
validation of the predicted wake shape and veloc-
ity distribution across an impacted rotor. Further-
more, measurement data is available for local tur-
bine loads from strain gages. Predicting these
loads is one of the ultimate goals of this simula-
tion tool. It is therefore of interest to use the tool
to generate wind field input data for an aeroelas-
tic solver, obtaining simulated results for loads to
compare with measurements.

4.2. Verification with a High-Fidelity Flow Solver

Results of the implemented wake modeling tool are
compared to LES results computed with the com-
putational fluid dynamics library YALES2. The LES
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Figure 10: Simulation domain of the LES computation, with
dimensions in turbine diameters D. The dotted outline denotes
a region of local grid refinement, while in the blue area the grid
is refined even further.

Figure 11: Comparison of the velocity field in the wake between
the LES result (top) and the implemented wake deficit model
(bottom) at 0% ambient turbulence

results were obtained n a 71.1 million cell unstruc-
tured grid, locally refined in regions of interest. The
dimensions of the domain are shown in figure 10.
Minimal random velocity fluctuations (1%) were in-
jected after a grid study showed that this facilitated
convergence. An initial flow field was computed on
a 9 million element grid on the same domain, be-
fore acquiring statistics over 38 minutes of physi-
cal time, or approximately 350 rotor rotations. To
compare to results of the tool, mean velocity was
extracted from an axial cross section.

First comparisons were made by running the
deficit model at 0% turbulence, but rather poor re-
sults were found, as can be seen in figire ??. This
is believed due to the model being miscalculated
for cases of no ambient turbulence. It was there-
fore attempted to fit the model to the LES results
by adapting the turbulence. At 6.15% turbulence, a
near-perfect match between the tool and the LES
solution was found, seen in figures ?? and 13. It
can therefore be concluded that apart from one fit-
ting parameter in the eddy viscosity model, the im-
plemented Ainslie model matches well with an LES
solution beyond a downstream distance of about 5-
6 turbine diameters. It is however not advised to
modify the parameters in the implementation in or-
der to fit the available LES data. The case of 0%
turbulence does not have any practical interest and
the parameters recommended in the IEC standard
for wind turbines have been validated more thor-
oughly. ¸

Several limitations of the LES model have been
encountered during the verification. The lack of a
way to inject turbulence at a desired intensity made
a direct comparison impossible. The lack of a
blade deformation model in LES made it necessary

Figure 12: Comparison of the velocity field in the wake between
the LES result (top) and the implemented wake deficit model
(bottom) at the fitted ambient turbulence, 6.15%.

Figure 13: Comparison of the velocity profile in the wake at var-
ious downstream distances between the LES result and the im-
plemented wake deficit model at the fitted ambient turbulence,
6.15%.

to use the polars of a deformed blade, that theo-
retically have to be generated for every operating
condition. And lastly, the computational cost was
substantial, with the generation of the benchmark
consuming 12.079 processor hours and 500kWh
of electricity. Running such computation for more
than a hand full of validation cases is completely
unfeasible.

5. A Novel Wake Steering Model Based on an
Ainslie-Type Deficit Model

In the context of wind farm optimization, wake
steering through yaw control is sliding into the fo-
cus of academic and industrial research alike [14].
Numerical models for the phenomenon of yaw de-
flection are necessary to validate the effectiveness
of such control strategies. The first such model
was proposed by Jiménez in 2010, and is based
on lateral momentum conservation assuming a
Jensen-type, top-hat shaped wake deficit [17]. The
Jiménez model has been shown to overestimate
wake deflection [7], and several new formulations
have been proposed since then [7, 26]. In the fol-
lowing section, a semi-analytical wake deflection
model for yawed turbines is derived. Conceptu-
ally, the model is similar to the Jiménez model as
it is based on a lateral momentum balance, but
also borrows elements from the deflection model
of Bastankhah & Porté-Agel [?] that is based on a
Gaussian deficit model. In contrast to other models
found literature, the newly proposed model how-
ever does not make an assumptions on the wake
shape, but rather uses the result form the Ainslie
wake deficit model proposed in the DWM model
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Figure 14: Schematic representation of the proposed wake
steering model based on an Ainslie-type wake deficit model.
The velocity in the wake u(r) is taken from the deficit model at
a given downstream distance, while the central deflection angle
θc is retrieved from a momentum balance over the wake stream
tube.

[?, 21, 15]. This eliminates the need for addi-
tional parametrization beyond what is needed for
the DWM model.

5.1. Derivation of the model
A derivation of the model follows. For the deflected
stream tube, schematically shown in figure ??, the
following momentum balances can be written:

~F = ~Qp,3 −Qm,1 ~u0 −Qm,2 ~u0. (8)

In this equation ~Qp,3 denotes the momentum flux
over the outlet of the stream F tube, Qm,1 is the
mass flux over the domain inlet, Qm,2 the entrained
mass flux and ~F the total body force excreted by
the wind turbine on the flow, deduced from the tur-
bine local axial induction computed by BEM. The
momentum balance is projected in axial and lateral
direction, leading to the following of equations:

F cos γ = Qp,3,x −Qm,1u0 +Qm,2u0 (9a)

F sin γ = Qp,3,y (9b)

A last assumption is made: The wake skew angle
θ(r) is assumed to follow the same distribution as
the velocity deficit according to the expression:

θ(r) = θc
∆u(r)

∆uc
(10)

where θc and ∆uc are the centerline wake de-
flection angle and velocity deficit respectively. This
assumption is similar to the one in Bastankhah et
al. [6], where related Gaussian distributions for
deficit and deflection angle are assumed. The as-
sumption allows to derive a model based purely on
the lateral momentum balance, and the final inte-
gral expression for the centerline deflection angle

Figure 15: Comparison of the wake deflection models from
literature and the new deflection model. Centerline deflection
plotted on top of results from an LES-ALM simulation. Cases at
15 and 30 degree yaw misalignment.

θc (under the assumption of small deflection an-
gles) reads:

θc ≈
cos2 γ sin γ

∫ R

0
a(r)(1− a(r))rdr∫ b

0

(
1− ∆u(r)

u0

)2
∆u(r)

∆uc
rdr

(11)

Integrating the tangent of θc numerically along x
finally gives the deflection δ of the wake centerline
at any given downstream distance. All integrations
have to be performed numerically, as the informa-
tion on ∆u(r) is available only in discrete points
from the Ainslie deficit model.

5.2. Comparison to other models
Results of the newly developed approach are com-
pared with models commonly employed in wind tur-
bine research and industry, the model by Jiménez
[17], the Gaussian model by Bastankhah and
Porté-Agel [7] (parametrized according to recent
work by Altun [5]) and finally a LES study per-
formed using the numerical set-up described pre-
viously. Results of the comparison for cases of
15 and 30 degree yaw (figure 15) show that the
new model performs relatively well, giving similar
results to the Jiménez model, but outperforming
it in the far wake (). A well-calibrated Gaussian
model outperforms the novel formulation. Conclu-
sions are drawn considering the LES result can be
taken as a reference, but the results suffer from the
same limitations that were encountered during the
verification study of the wake modeling tool, mean-
ing that the results do not represent a perfect refer-
ence.
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6. Conclusion
A fully operational wind farm aerodynamic model-
ing tool based on the DWM approach was imple-
mented successfully. The support of wind farms
made it necessary to adapt choices that are not
documented elsewhere in literature, notably intro-
ducing an original approach to averaging mean-
dering wakes to obtain input parameters for the
wake models at hither rank turbines. While the
tool could not be extensively validated, the un-
derlying flow solver was verified and first results
of the tool are promising. After some additional
validation work, in particular regarding the super-
position and farm aspects, the implemented tool
could become a valuable asset for wind farm de-
sign and load assessments. The successful use
of YALES2 in the verification of wind turbine wake
models was demonstrated, even though some is-
sues remain to be resolved before the benchmark
solution generated by the LES solver can be fully
trusted. Notably, a standard procedure for inject-
ing and modeling ambient turbulence as well as
for generating polars for given operating conditions
should be proposed. Regarding the newly pro-
posed wake deflection model, satisfactory result
are found in a fist comparison, It is possible that
the addition of more realistic turbulence in the LES
model could change the comparison result. The
novel approach assumes that the wake in yaw be-
haves the same as a regular wake and is sim-
ply shifted, but LES results suggest this is not the
case. An improved parametrization of the Ainslie
deficit model for yawed cases could lead to an im-
provement of this novel formulation.
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